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WE ARE AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

ABOUT US

We offer services in such areas as educational technology.

Most of the work was done for the sake of creating effective plagiarism detection service.

SERVICES

- Multi-layer plagiarism checker
- Designed for teachers and professors
- API for personal use
- Moodle Plugin

MISSION

“We aim to make the world a little more educated about plagiarism”
We offer services in such areas as educational technology. Most of the work was done for the sake of creating effective plagiarism detection service.

"We aim to make the world a little more educated about plagiarism."

Multi-layer plagiarism checker
Designed for teachers and professors
API for personal use
Moodle Plugin

WE ARE AN ADVANCED PLAGIARISM CHECKER WITH A GREAT MISSION!

WHY US?

Our customers choose us for the number of reasons, like

- Efficient algorithms
- Safe detection
- Convenient reports
- All text formats acceptance
- 24/7 Support
- Reasonable prices

PLAGIARISM CHECKER FOR UNIVERSITIES

- PlagiarismSearch cooperates with universities as well.
- We can calculate a quote based on the number of students and number of words to be checked on monthly/yearly basis.
- We also offer a trial up to 4 weeks!

CUSTOMER'S FEEDBACK

"Thanks for helping me pass my test with flying colors! I checked for plagiarism just a second before submitting my paper to the system, and saved myself from the unintentional plagiarism. Highly recommend!"

Brittany, A. CA

PlagiarismSearch cooperates with universities as well.

Contact our manager and GET A TRIAL
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PlagiarismSearch cooperates with universities as well. We can calculate a quote based on the number of students and number of words to be checked on monthly/yearly basis.

We also offer a trial up to 4 weeks!
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Contact our manager and GET A TRIAL
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Join our social media channels:

- Facebook @BeAuthetic
- Instagram @PlagiarismSearch
- Twitter @AuthenticPapers
- LinkedIn @MelissaAnderson
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